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(57) 	 ABSTRACT 

A system, apparatus, and method for a differential tempera-
ture managed integral, free standing, hydronic heating appli-
ance uses a high-mass heat source coupled to a single, 
highly-efficient, variable speed, Electronically Commutated 
Motor (ECM)-driven Delta-T stand-alone system circulator 
which feeds one or more zone valves governing flow to one 
or more hydronic zones. Components are integrated into 
simplified, compact, assemblies. Zone valve packaging of a 
compact header improves hydronic performance (head pres-
sure reduction and increased flow), complementing zone 
valve performance and reducing zone valve wiring labor and 
material content. Returns have full port valves and the boiler 
includes isolation valves. All manually activated valves are 
full port. This can include full port boiler isolation valves, 
circulator isolation valves and return valves. Paralleled, 
ganged, alignment of state-indicating-lamped zone valves 
provides rapid, functional indication of component and 
system performance while the need for a zone valve panel 
commonly found on hydronic heating systems is negated. 
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5 

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Application No. 62/321,846, filed Apr. 13, 2016. This appli-
cation is herein incorporated by reference in its entirety for 
all purposes. 10 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to a system, method, and device for 
hydronic heating, more specifically, a more compact, effi-  15 

cient, differential temperature managed hydronic heating 
appliance system and its operation. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
20 

FIG. 1 depicts the four basic elements of hydronic forced 
hot water heating systems 100. A heated water generator 
comprising a hydronic boiler appropriately sized and fueled 
for the application. Hydronic Radiation for converting 
heated water into convective and/or radiated atmospheric 25 
warmth, suitable to the application. Hydronic Distribution 
comprising a configuration of pumps (circulators), valves, 
piping, and hydronic accessories to appropriately deliver 
heated water from the boiler to radiation. A control system 
for hydronic energy creation and distribution, typically 30 

comprising a boiler aquastat and thermostatic radiation 
control. 
Hydronic Heating System Configuration and Installation 

Current practice is to determine the total heat loss of an 
application, desired fuel source, domestic hot water (DHW) 35 

generation (if desired), and the radiation pattern. An appro-
priate boiler selection is made to complement the total 
radiation and domestic hot water (DHW) (if included). 
Distribution component selection follows to appropriately 
interface the boiler to radiation. The hydronic heating sys- 40 

tem components are subsequently aggregated at the site and 
assembled piece-by-piece along with interconnection mate-
rials. The method is skill, labor and material intensive, 
producing less than ideal hydronic energy performance in 
both combustion fuel and electrical power consumption. The 45 

contemporary consequence is that similarly specified 
hydronic heating systems vary dramatically in content and 
performance. The contributing factors are Hydronic Formu-
lae as applied to "Fixed Speed" (or "Set Point") circulators 
are inherently compromised, having only incremental prod- so 
uct selections to apply to finite applications. The predomi-
nant method of using multiple zone circulators typically 
exceeds the system delivery capacity under aggregate 
demand conditions, further reducing hydronic distribution 
efficiency. Alternately, using a circulator serving multiple 55 
zone valves affects individual zone satisfaction both under 
individual and aggregate demand conditions. An inherently 
inefficient cost reduction practice. Individual installation 
practitioner practice is the major system performance inhibi-
tor. There is wide latitude of installation practices evidenced 60 

by contemporary trade publications and field observations. 
Hydronic distribution is the element of a total system 
installation allowing "personal expression" and hence tech-
nical abuse, informatively or not. 
Hydronic Heating Medium (Hot Water) Attributes 

The density of heated water changes with temperature and 
must be considered in flow calculations. Subsequent expan- 

sion of heated water must be compensated in a system to 
avoid excessive pressure. Ideal pressure in a typical 
hydronic system is accepted to be approximately One Atmo-
sphere (15PSI). (The same applies to an automotive cooling 
system, by example.) Pressurization prevents aeration under 
circulation and overcomes system physical attributes that 
create hydronic noise and flow disruption. Air elimination is 
paramount to maintain flow integrity in any hydronic sys-
tem, typically by mechanical venting on primary system 
manifolds and at distribution high points, as necessary. 
Hydronic convection is the natural attribute of heated water 
to rise and thus convect (flow) in a closed loop. Its negative 
effect of continuous heating in a hydronic system must be 
controlled by "flow check" valves that inhibit its effect 
during unpowered circulation. They necessarily create resis-
tance and contribute to circulation energy consumption. 
Convection is neither considered nor applied via contem-
porary hydronic formulae, nor can it be calculated in system 
applications given the characteristics of contemporary 
installation practices. 
Hydronic Heating Distribution Technology 

Natural hydronic convection has been the basis and 
development of distributed heating from the Roman Age to 
the adoption of electric pumps (circulators) by the industry 
a century ago. They were generally referred to as "Gravity 
Heating Systems". Powered centrifugal circulation rapidly 
overcame the prior by allowing dramatic distribution flex-
ibility at a reasonable cost. Hydronic heating distribution 
utilizing fixed-speed (or "set-point") circulators have 
become the industry norm. The recent development and 
introduction of both ECM (Electronically Commutated 
Motor) and Delta-T (Differential Temperature) Controlling 
Circulators are transforming hydronic heating distribution 
technology. Both ECM Circulators feature high starting 
torques and dramatically reduced energy consumption. 
Their operational life expectancies are significantly 
increased, reducing "torque stall" as the primary fail mode. 
The Delta-T Circulator is also "intelligent", as follows: Two 
externally positioned temperature sensors measure and dis-
play the supply and return loop temperatures. A temperature 
maintenance differential may be set (typically from 5 to 50° 
F.), and will be maintained by the circulator's infinitely 
variable speed capability. This translates into a gallons-per-
minute hydronic delivery rate. As a reference, it is accepted 
that approximate 20° F. differential temperature mainte-
nance in common radiation zones provides ideal heat trans-
fer performance. It equates to an approximate 3 to 4 GPM 
delivery rate, depending upon attributes. Actual wattage use 
is dynamically calculated and displayed. The Delta-T circu-
lator has five selectable operating modes. 

These existing forced hot water heating systems use 
multiple pumps, valves, and controllers to supply heat. 
Complexity, reliability, efficiency, and cost issues result in 
non-optimum performance. 

What is needed is an improved heating system that 
reduces complexity, and increases reliability and efficiency 
while reducing cost. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An embodiment provides an enhanced convection, dif-
ferential temperature (Delta-T) managed, integrated free-
standing hydronic heating appliance device comprising a 
high-mass heat source coupled to a single, variable speed, 

65 stand-alone system circulator; feeding at least one zone 
valve governing flow to at least one hydronic zone; wherein 
components are integrated into simplified, compact, assem- 
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blies; whereby head pressure is reduced and flow increased. 
Embodiments comprise a three-pass boiler configuration. 
Other embodiments comprise near-boiler piping packaging 
to zone valving for hydronic distribution efficiency, includ-
ing convective fail-safe operation. Subsequent embodiments 
comprise a Taco Delta-T circulator. For additional embodi-
ments the high-mass Delta-T combination lowers system 
operating temperature, further reducing "stand-by" losses 
and increasing thermal efficiency. Another embodiment 
comprises a high-mass cast-iron boiler, steel pipe, and 
malleable fittings. A following embodiment comprises at 
least one electronically controlled full port ball valve. Sub-
sequent embodiments comprise a compact hydronic header. 
In additional embodiments the header comprises 2 3/4 inch 
center-to-center stub spacing for compact placement of zone 
valves. In included embodiments the header comprises zone 
valve close grouping on said header, enhancing status lamp 
visibility, and negating the use of a Zone Valve Control 
(ZVC). Yet further embodiments comprise at least one high 
pass volute circulator. Related embodiments comprise a 
Hydrolevel 3250-Plus aquastat. For further embodiments the 
device includes no internal flow check valves. Ensuing 
embodiments comprise an air eliminator and expansion 
tank. 

Another embodiment provides an enhanced convection, 
differential temperature (Delta-T) managed, integrated free-
standing hydronic heating system comprising a boiler mod-
ule; a supply module; a return module; and a wiring harness; 
wherein components are integrated into simplified, compact, 
assemblies; whereby head pressure is reduced and flow 
increased. For yet further embodiments, the boiler module 
comprises a high mass cast iron boiler with capacity incre-
ments. For more embodiments, the supply module com-
prises an air eliminator; a compact steel hydronic header; 
and at least one zone valve. Continued embodiments com-
prise return zone isolation valving. For additional embodi-
ments, the wiring harness comprises a pre-assembled 4-wire 
sub-assembly for each zone. 

A yet further embodiment provides an enhanced convec-
tion, differential temperature (Delta-T) managed, integrated 
free-standing hydronic heating system comprising providing 
an integrated free-standing hydronic heating appliance, said 
appliance comprising a boiler module comprising a high 
mass cast iron boiler with capacity increments; a supply 
module comprising an air eliminator; a compact steel 
hydronic header; and at least one zone valve; a return 
module comprising return zone isolation valving; and a 
wiring harness comprising a pre-assembled 4-wire sub-
assembly for each zone; ramping up a circulator upon a zone 
demand; decelerating said circulator on a return temperature 
increase; providing low speed circulation optimized radia-
tion convective heating; operating convectively during a 
power loss via thermal mass; and inhibiting hydronic heat-
ing convection during off demand cycles. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a prior art hydronic system. 
FIG. 2 is a system configuration in accordance with an 60 

embodiment of the invention. 
FIG. 3 is a compact steel header configured in accordance 

with an embodiment of the invention. 
FIG. 4 is a header zone valve assembly configured in 

accordance with an embodiment of the invention. 	65 

FIG. 5 is a header ball valve assembly configured in 
accordance with an embodiment of the invention.  

FIG. 6 is a two pass boiler heat exchanger configured in 
accordance with an embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 7 is a three pass boiler heat exchanger configured in 
accordance with an embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 8 is an indirect water heater configured in accor-
dance with an embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 9 is a zone valve wiring harness configured in 
accordance with an embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 10 is a boiler module wiring assembly configured in 
accordance with an embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 11 is a delta T appliance overview with enhanced 
convection depiction configured in accordance with an 
embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 12 is a system overview diagram configured in 
accordance with an embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 13 is a flow chart of a method configured in 
accordance with an embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 14 depicts manifold field configuration examples 
configured in accordance with an embodiment of the inven-
tion. 

FIG. 15 depicts a scale drawing of compact appliance 
components with proportional dimensions configured in 
accordance with an embodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The features and advantages described herein are not 
all-inclusive and, in particular, many additional features and 
advantages will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art 
in view of the drawings, specification, and claims. More-
over, it should be noted that the language used in the 
specification has been selected principally for readability 
and instructional purposes, and not to limit in any way the 
scope of the inventive subject matter. The invention is 
susceptible of many embodiments. What follows is illustra-
tive, but not exhaustive, of the scope of the invention. 

As mentioned, actual circulator wattage use is dynami-
cally calculated and displayed. This capability is both a 
crucial measure of system performance and functions as a 
test instrument for cause and effect analysis. This capability 
has been a critical tool, for embodiments, which will be 
elaborated. While the Delta-T circulator has five selectable 
operating modes, embodiments importantly utilize only the 
"DELTA-T MODE" default. Its additional capabilities fur-
ther witness its technical sophistication. 

Embodiments provide enhanced hydronic distribution 
performance. A primary goal of embodiments is to optimize 
hydronic distribution efficiency. It is the least understood 
and most poorly applied element in hydronic heating design 
and execution. Delta-T Circulator Instrumentation is utilized 
by embodiments. 

FIG. 2 displays embodiment components 200. Compo-
nents comprise Supply Module 205, Return Module 210, 
and Boiler Module 215. Boiler Module 215 comprises boiler 
220, AT System Circulator 225, purge valve 230, boiler 
isolator full port ball valve 235, and optional IWH Tee 240. 
Between Boiler Module 215 and Return Module 210 is pipe 
union 245. Return Module 210 further comprises yoke 
assembly 250, compact hydronic header w/exp. (2 places) 
255, and full port ball valves 260. Supply Module 205 
comprises air eliminator 265, expansion tank 270, zone 
valves 275, water service tee 280, IWH Tee (optional) 285, 
and circulator isolator valve 290. Embodiments include 
"Near-boiler" piping optimization. "Near-boiler" piping is 
defined as that extending from the boiler to the distribution 
control elements, typically zone control valving, both of 
supplies and returns. The appliance elements include correct 
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riser (stack) sizing and placement to match system hydronic 
design output. Embodiments include vertically oriented sup-
ply and return risers as closely coupled to boiler tap points 
as possible. Minimal lateral piping extensions may accom-
modate a necessary supply manifold air eliminator, and 
thence zone valving positioning. 

FIG. 3 depicts a component of embodiments, a Compact 
Steel Hydronic Header used on both the supply and return 
laterals to optimize flow. Its primary attributes are the 
proximate zone valve location and separation per the manu-
facturer's specification. Populating the header with valves 
permits modularization with minimal wiring and complex-
ity. Embodiments are symmetric and can have capped ends 
as required by installation configuration. In embodiments 
there are two to five taps on the header. Compact header 
embodiments branch, and can 'T' in one or both directions, 
therefore doubling capacity to match zone requirements. 
Importantly, pipe size proportioning is employed to achieve 
correct flow. If required for flow, pipe diameter can be 1.5 
inches rather than 1.25 inches. Embodiments are limited to 
11/2 inches from the boiler. FIG. 14 depicts additional 
embodiments and details. 

FIG. 4 depicts embodiments where assembled header 
orientation can provide optimum visibility of zone valve 
"status lamps" as an operational and diagnostic aid. For 
embodiments, zone valves are ball valves and/or ganged. In 
embodiments, ball valves are not used in the supply side. To 
support a system expansion capability, the number of zone 
valves is expanded with fittings. 

FIG. 5 depicts an embodiment where this header also has 
a complimentary function as a compact packager of zone 
return ball valving. Placement of a single Delta-T ECM 
Circulator in the supply stack, as close to the boiler supply 
tap as practical is critical, and completes delta-t circulator 
and zone valve supply distribution control (see FIG. 2). This 
dedicated circulator's capacity matches or exceeds the sys-
tem demand, serving as the hydronic delivery. Application 
of full-port ball valving at all necessary control points is 
important to eliminate flow restriction. As shown in FIG. 5, 
header assemblies can be combined for additional zones. 
Domestic Hot Water (DHW) Generation Efficiency 

The natural extension of a hydronic (forced hot water) 
heating system is Domestic Hot Water (DHW) generation. 
In prior generation "two-pass" boilers, see FIG. 6, an 
internal direct immersion coil 605 was provided at a modest 
premium for this task. However, efficiency is compromised 
in heat exchanger design, and the need for virtual continuous 
annual operation. Current "three-pass" boilers, see FIG. 7 
are more efficient, but at a design penalty of providing 
heating energy only. Thus, a separate Indirect Water Heater 
(IWH) with an internal hydronic heating coil to generate 
DHW efficiently is recommended as an option. When DHW 
generation is desired, the "near-boiler" piping must provide 
for an additional zone valve driven by the IHW aquastat for 
DHW temperature control, see FIG. 8. Ideally the attributes 
should be: Prioritized DHW Zone demand. In current prac-
tice this is provided by an optional Zone Valve or Circulator 
Relay Panel with a priority switch function provided. De 
facto prioritization is provided within our near-boiler piping 
configuration by providing a tap immediately above the 
system circulator on the supply riser. The IHW Zone return 
is directed to the boiler return tap. This hydronic "short-
circuit" assures priority via the least resistance path. "Close-
coupling" (minimal spacing) of the IHW piping to the boiler 
provides both space and operational advantages that are 
denoted in further text to follow. 

Oil-Fired Boiler Attribute Derivation 
Boiler-based hydronic heating systems have traditionally 

been operated in an ideal temperature range to support 
convective radiation. This has been generally accepted to be 

5 in the 170 to 190° F. range, controlled by a "triple action" or 
"ranging" aquastat. This was somewhat necessary to support 
an integral DHW Immersion Coil, as prior discussed. Elimi- 
nating this need in contemporary "triple-pass", heating only 
boilers permits expanded ranging operation, theoretically 
from ambient to 190° F. This is commonly referred to as 
"Cold Start Technology", and its employment is now pre- 
dominant. Cold Start Aquastat Technology application is 
paramount to achieving hydronic heating system efficiency. 
Its application however is combustion appliance dependent. 
Gas-fired only equipment may have "cold start" elements 

15  dispersed within its control system whereas oil-fired boilers 
are typically managed by a "stand-alone" boiler aquastat. 
System attributes, particularly the number of heating zones, 
are accommodated with an incremental setting. This varies 
the system temperature adjustment rate to varying heat 

20 demands. This "economizer" feature is switchable as well, if 
desired. High and Low System Temperature(s) are adjust-
able to suit the application, if desired. The "hysteresis" or 
switching temperature differential may also be adjusted to 
control recovery recycling rate. The Low Temperature may 

25 be switched "Off' to dedicate its functionality as a "Cold 
Starting" vs. as a "Triple Action or Ranging" Aquastat. 
Therefore it can substitute for or perform as either type. 
Within the temperature management algorithm is a duty 
cycle/time capability that increases/decreases the system 

30 operating temperature based upon demand(s) duration. This 
empirically "senses" the indoor/outdoor temperature differ-
ential and adjusts the system operating temperature to suit. 
More finite indoor/outdoor differential tracking compensa-
tion can be provided by an optional Outdoor Temperature 

35 Sensor (ODS) Option, available on many contemporary 
products. Boiler Material Selection has been made upon 
extensive (past and contemporary) field experience. The 
initial and predominant material has been cast iron in the 
Industrial Age. More recent material offerings are welded or 

40 stainless steel plate and cast aluminum. Their specific met-
allurgical attributes compliment their product applications: 
Cast iron is inherently plentiful, moderately convective, 
good chemical resistance, of high thermal density and dura-
bility. Thus its historical predominance as a hydronic (and 

45 particularly steam) boiler material. Welded steel plate boil-
ers are a cost-driven alternative to cast iron, but with 
minimal success. Weld corrosion failures, caused by both 
process limitations and subsequent water condition and 
thermal cycling aggravation have severely limited its ion- 

s() gevity. They typically have a lesser AFUE (Annualized Fuel 
Utilization Efficiency) assigned value as well. Stainless steel 
formed and welded boilers are contemporarily popular in 
higher efficiency "gas condensing technology" and have 
elevated AFUE's significantly, but retain construction type 

55 expectancy limitations. Poor stainless steel conductivity, 
despite higher chemical resistance, compromises boiler 
design at the gain of this longevity. Current Trade Publica-
tion Articles are trending to focus on premature "condensing 
boiler" failures and with scalar implications. Cast aluminum 

60 boilers are a very attractive alternative due to their high 
thermal conductivity advantage and ease of fabrication. 
Aluminum however has relatively poor chemical resistance, 
and must be metallurgical-treated. Dissimilar material con-
tacts with fasteners, sensors, seals, piping, etc. have detri- 

65 mental effects. Boiler water pH must be absolutely con-
trolled as well. All condensing technology and fabricated 
steel boilers are regressively or null warranted to water 
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condition maintenance. Early field failure experience has 

	
integrated within the boiler module, see FIG. 10. It com- 

forced this regimented service practice, with no supplier 	prises a system emergency/service switch with fuel type 
warrantee flexibility. Boiler Technology, see FIGS. 6 & 7. 	indication, separate 115 VAC power distribution to the boiler 
Cast-iron boilers are migrating from "two-pass" to "three- 	(and its aquastat), and the delta-t system circulator. A 24 
pass" configuration for higher AFUE's. Whereas "two-pass" 5 VAC Transformer provides power to the zone valve(s). End 
boilers had a common variation of an "immersion coil" for 

	
Switch wiring (enabling system aquastat operation) is 

DHW generation, the "three-pass" has omitted this option in 
	

between the aquastat T-T terminations and a terminal block. 
favor of overall performance efficiency. Thus "three-pass" 

	
A 4-terminal block for 24 VAC and End Switch connectivity 

boilers are dedicated to heating water only generation. 	are components. 
"Three-Pass" boiler configuration denotes an extended, 10 Supply Module 
three alternate "folding" of the heat exchanger transfer path 

	
A Supply Module provides hydronic distribution supply 

to improve efficiency, and is our selection. The supply and 
	

and control. Includes the necessary serial delivery elements 
return ports are typically on the rear of the exchanger, 	of: A Taco® 4900 Series Air Eliminator minimizing leader 
improving flow efficiency. Our selected "three-pass" 

	
piping requirements provides further structural and thus 

exchanger variant has an upper second "fold" dropping to a 15 distribution compaction. It is further structurally robust, 
mid-point final "fold" and exhaust, providing entrapment of 

	
permitting a free-standing structure with minimal risk. An 

further exchanger thermal energy. "Two-pass" boilers typi- 	air eliminator bottom tapping with tee, dually utilized for 
cally have vertical heat exchanger flue passages under an 	system water service, including a 12-15PSI water service 
accumulation chamber or "bonnet" having a top-of-boiler 	regulator and code backflow preventer. The system hydronic 
horizontal (rear) or vertical (top) flue outlet. Flue gas draft-  20 expansion tank is included. The expansion tank is typically 
ing losses are significant by design. "High-mass" cast-iron 	supplied loose piece and assembled on site to prevent 
exchanger construction has the following positive attributes: 	component damage due to the vulnerability of the tank and 
Higher durability with less susceptibility to "thermal shock" 

	
nipple construction and the mass of the supply manifold. A 

failure, induced by introducing cold water into a heated 
	

Compact Steel Hydronic Header available in 2, 3, 4 or 5 
boiler. Resulting successive "shock" embrittlement leads to 25 Taps is designed to minimize the hydronic flow path while 
eventual metallurgical failure (cracking). Greater energy 	permitting future expansion(s). Its compaction is limited by 
storage capacity of a "high-mass" boiler dampens system 

	
the following attachment of zone valves to the minimum 

demand variations while reducing combustion equipment 
	

spacing(s) defined by their manufacturer. A quantity of zone 
cycling, significantly extending operational life. 	 valve(s) deployed along the header to suit system require- 
Hydronic System Specification 	 30 ments, see FIG. 4. This valve deployment and subsequent 

Conventional hydronic heating systems are specified from 	orientation provides a visual display of zone valve intelli- 
a predetermination of application attributes, typically: 	gent "status lamp(s)". It supplants a contemporary circulator 
Application heat loss requirement, preferably determined 

	
relay or zone valve indicator panel at substantial economic 

via a "Heat Loss Calculator", considering both structure 	offset and with greater operational and diagnostic function- 
energy detail and regional environmental values of degree- 35 ality. A 4-Wire Harness sub-assembly with appropriate dis- 
days requirement and lowest temperature design value. It 

	
tributed termination(s) to service the zone valve(s) func- 

typically includes heat loss determination of heating sub- 	tions. See FIG. 9. This harness is preassembled into the 
entities (rooms, spaces, areas, etc.) as desirable. Combustion 

	
Supply Module with 4-wire harness end loose to wire to 

fuel selection is specified and exhausting method defined. 	Boiler Module Service Switch Terminal Block at system 
Boiler selection and capacity is matched to total heat loss 40 assembly. 
requirement. Number and type of heating zones are defined. 	Return Module 
Radiation types and sizing are specified (in new systems). 	The return module provides hydronic distribution return 
Conventional and delta-t hydronic systems require and 

	
zone isolation valving as required. It permits manual indi- 

employ the same application attributes as above, but delta-t 
	

vidual zone "purging" (de-aeration) in conjunction with the 
system components, their placement and operation differ. 45 boiler isolation valve lockout and attendant drain valve. The 
Delta-T Hydronic System Configuration 

	
latter are located within the Boiler Module return riser. A 

A differential temperature (delta-t or AT) managed 
	

Fuel-specific Power Burner is defined by the application and 
hydronic heating system contains the basic elements as its 	assembled on site. Options comprise #2 Fuel Oil, Natural, or 
contemporaries. However, its physical and technical char- 	LP (Liquid Propane) Gas. Gas burners are typically fuel type 
acteristics provide unique configuration opportunities from so adjusted on site with manufacturer provisions. Installation 
its attributes, see FIG. 2. Importantly, embodiments include 

	
Kit(s): These are installation-specific and "loose-pieced" 

no multi-function devices, greatly enhancing fault diagnos- 	aggregations of components and therefore not provided as a 
tics, decreasing repair labor, and reliability. This is in 

	
"module" or "kit". Radiation as a Hydronic System Element 

contrast to today's strong tendency to combine multiple 
	

is not considered nor accommodated within our submission. 
functions in ever more complex parts. Regarding modular-  55 It is necessarily site-specific. The configuration integrates all 
ization, a delta-t hydronic heating system configuration is 	other hydronic heating elements into a packaged "appliance" 
logically divisible into functional elements as follows. 	as will be further detailed. 
Boiler Module 
	

Delta-T Hydronic System Assembly 
Heat generation and control consisting: A "high-mass" 

	
FIG. 2, as mentioned, displays a system embodiment 200. 

cast-iron boiler with capacity increments, affected by the 60 Referring to the prior-defined "modules", an assembled 
number of "sections" (and hence capacity) selected. Imme- 	system is achieved as follows: The Boiler Module is the 
diate boiler control piping and circulation provided by 

	
free-standing system base, incorporating all heat-generation 

supply and return pipe risers including the delta-t circulator 
	

functions and related controls. A rigid-piped "Yoke Assem- 
and isolator ball valve respectively. A natural modular 

	
bly" comprised of a hinged pipe clamp pairing between 

delineation and juncture is provided by a circulator isolator 65 supply and return risers with a dimensioned spacer rod is a 
flange valve and a pipe union on the supply and return risers 	structural device. It is secured between the supply and return 
respectively. A system wiring sub-assembly is enabled and 

	
risers to maintain vertical pipe spacing integrity. The Return 
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Module is vertically oriented and loosely assembled to the 	circulator logic manage hydronic delivery for enhanced 
Boiler Module Return Riser using the mating pipe union. 	operation. The circulator in "Delta-T Mode" manages a 
Another "Yoke Assembly" is loosely affixed near the upper 

	
hydronic heating circuit performance via infinite speed 

riser with the other hinged yoke end opened to receive 	control (pumping output) by utilizing two temperature sen- 
further assembly. The Supply Module is up-righted and 5 sors on the respective supply and return. A preset tempera- 
simultaneously located onto the Boiler Module supply cir- 	ture differential (AT) is maintained for idealized convection 
culator flange and into the return yoke. The hinged clamp is 

	
heat transfer. Value is adjustable between 5° and 50° F. to 

closed, grasped and securing screw loosely assembled. The 	accommodate radiation attributes. Manufacturer claims of 
circulator and valve flanges are bolted to secure. The 4-wire 	up to 85% electrical power and 15% fuel consumption 
zone valve harness is terminated to the connector provided io claims with this device have been both substantiated and 
on the Emergency/Service Switch Electrical Box. Preferred 

	
exceeded in this application. Complementing the dedicated 

site supply and return valving orientations are ascertained by 
	

delta-t system circulator are high efficiency, electronically 
rotation of both riser-based Supply and Return Modules. The 	actuated ball zone valves. Zone valve status lamp(s) indicate 
loose-pieced Expansion Tank is taped and assembled to the 	operation and potential fail modes. They execute thermo- 
supply module at the dropped tee on the Air Eliminator. The 15 statically controlled zone heating demands using minimal 
preferred supply orientation is ascertained and the circulator 	power between demand cycles. Located at the high point of 
flange hardware tightened. The rotational freedom as sup- 	the supply module, a secondary function is to inhibit 
plied is approximately 135°. Subsequently between the air 

	
hydronic heating convection during off demand cycles. The 

eliminator and the expansion tank the System Water Service 	air eliminator is situated between the system circulator and 
Assembly tee can be rotated to compliment site supply 20 zone valve(s) on the short lateral stack extension. This 
sourcing. Rotational freedom is typically over 180°. The 	architecture provides for continuous hydronic air evacuation 
return module has full rotational capability. Preferred ori- 	from the boiler. During system operation, heating demand 
entation is determined and the base pipe union tightened. 	by one or more zones initiates circulator propulsion that 
The yoke assembly clamps are final positioned and tight- 	continuously adjusts its supply rate via AT control, satisfy- 
ened. The loose-pieced appropriate Power Burner is 25 ing heating demands. During demand periods the hydronic 
assembled and terminated, completing the system "appli- 	heating supply is dampened by the thermal storage mass of 
ance" configuration. 	 the high-mass boiler. Otherwise the system circulator, zone 
Delta-T Hydronic Heating "Appliance" Functionality 	valves and boiler remain unpowered and at rest. 

FIG. 11 The assembled system as detailed comprises a 
	

Enhanced Convection Augmentation of Delta-T Systems 
free-standing hydronic heating appliance. It incorporates all 30 	Hydronic convection is the natural attribute whereby 
the elements of a complete heating system, excluding radia- 	heated water will rise to the top of a particularly vertical 
tion. Radiation is necessarily a site determined, configured 

	
column or circulate within a closed loop. It will also work 

and installed activity, thus negating its appliance integration 	within a declining loop where there is sufficient temperature 
potential. Purposefully designed as an integrated, structur- 	differential to initiate circulation. On all powered hydronic 
ally sound, free-standing appliance it can receive without 35 systems particular attention must be taken to inhibit con- 
compromise all attendant component terminations, facilitat- 	vection in heated supply lines by means of flow-check 
ing on-site installation complexity and risk. This applies 	valves, located on horizontal near-boiler supply lines or 
equally to both new and replacement heating system instal- 	within zone circulators where applicable. The beneficial 
lations. They are briefly: Flue gas exhaustion, Fuel supply 

	
flow enhancing effect of hydronic convection is totally 

piping, Electrical power sourcing, System water sourcing, 40 ignored within hydronic design formulae and subsequently 
Zone supply & return piping extensions, and Zone thermo- 	not considered in hydronic heating system design or execu- 
stat wiring terminations. These elements constitute the 

	
tion. The argument must be made that in contemporary 

extended labor and materials content required to complete a 	powered systems its effect on system performance is neither 
hydronic heating system installation. As a packaged "appli- 	evident nor measurable. Delta-T hydronic distribution oper- 
ance", performance is necessarily predefined and executed 45 ates at much lower flow rates for idealized radiation heat 
at minimal risk vs. an  on-site defined and piece assembled 

	
transfer. Combine this with properly configured risers 

system. Component selection and application is predicated 
	

(stacks) and compact manifolds in near-boiler piping, now 
upon total system functionality. Service and Maintenance is 	convection becomes both significantly enhanced and mea- 
facilitated both by individual component selection and 

	
surable. A delta-t zone demand begins with a circulator 

placement. As configured all system operation, maintenance so ramping up and exhibiting corresponding wattage consump- 
and service components are visible and accessible within an 

	
tion. Upon receiving a return temperature increase, the 

arm's reach. Very importantly, Turn-Around-Time (TAT) 
	

circulator decelerates to achieve the AT setting. Once 
can be minimized with pre-built construction. 	 achieved the circulator wattage decays until the wattage 
Delta-T Hydronic Heating Appliance Operation 

	
indication (and speed) is minimal. The values will vary 

Appliance operation retains and expands upon all the 55 somewhat, but Taco® Engineering advises that a typical 
characteristics of a contemporary hydronic heating system, 	zone in normalized operation should indicate about 20 
excepting to display dynamic hydronic distribution attri- 	W+/—consumption. All of embodiment zone consumption 
butes via the delta-t circulator multi-function display. Spe- 	values indicate 8 to 13 W, without exception. A single Taco® 
cific operational detail is as follows: The system circulator 

	
007 Fixed Speed Circulator in the same application would 

employed is a Taco® VT2218-HY1-FC1A01 Delta-T ECM 60 continuously consume up to 80 W, given pumping head 
Circulator, a multi-functional appliance being operated in 

	
(flow resistance) conditions. Furthermore, common contem- 

"DELTA-T MODE" only. ECM is defined as "Electronically 	porary practice is to apply dedicated fixed speed circulators 
Commutated Motor" powering with enhanced operational 

	
to every zone. 

characteristics Employing pulse modulation and frequency 
	

Fuel Consumption Differential of Delta-T Hydronic Systems 
variability, starting torque is multiplied and virtually negates 65 	Taco® promotes observations of up to 15% fuel savings 
motor & pump debris induced stalls, the bane of hydronic 	along with the electrical energy reduction of their VT2218 
circulators. The firmware "ramping" profiles within the 

	
Delta-T ECM Circulator. Embodiments show modestly 
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extended circulation times at lower system operating tem-
peratures with no appreciable increase in fuel burner firing 
times. Further observed is an apparent reduction of between-
cycle radiation convection cooling effects, if any. Both of 
these would indicate stabilized heated air convection. 
Convection Effect in Delta-T Hydronic System Fail Modes 

Ever-present hydronic convection is masked and not 
considered in conventional, over-sped hydronic heating dis-
tribution systems. The introduction and application of delta-t 
circulation technology featuring ideal, low speed circulation 
to optimize radiation convective heating efficiency amplifies 
its benefits. An enhanced convection hydronic heating appli-
ance has extended benefits beyond those detailed in the 
preceding section under varied unpowered operation. The 
internal flow check valve supplied with the AT circulator is 
not installed! Its use impedes any operational convective 
effect. The ODS Option available on the boiler aquastat is 
not used. It interferes with fail mode operation as described 
in the following. 
Circulator Failure Operation 

The dedicated delta-t system circulator employed uses a 
high-pass volute (impellor) to induce circulation. This char-
acteristic allows flow during unpowered (static) operation. 
The convection effect witnessed in our configuration fol-
lows: A demand initiated by any and eventually all heating 
zones initiates the boiler aquastat to unsuccessfully activate 
the failed circulator. The boiler aquastat employed, the 
Hydrolevel 3250-Plus "Fuel Smart", has demand intelli-
gence incorporated that deduces an extended unsatisfied 
demand is occurring and logically increments the system 
operating temperature upward, firing the power burner to 
satisfy. This routine repeats to the point that the system high 
temperature preset is satisfied. This is normally in the 172 to 
180° F. range, considering system hysteresis. Natural con-
vection begins with the opening of any zone valve(s). 
However its effect increases with temperature differential 
and tracks the aquastat activity previously described. Zone 
demands are attempted to be satisfied by enhanced convec-
tion but the results are mixed, predetermined by physical and 
thermal variables. Outside the scope of our "appliance" 
configuration, these observations are presented for refer-
ence. Temperature differential increases convection effect. 
Zone radiation configuration is paramount. Thus in existing 
installation the effectiveness varies dramatically, from sub-
stantial to no through flow. In our experience a "split loop" 
zone typically surpasses a "series loop" zone in convection 
performance. Zone piping length is important, and particu-
larly considering the number of piping offsets (45° and 
particularly 90° elbows) and risers employed. The shorter 
and less restrictive the piping, the greater the convection 
effect is realized. Air pockets typical of improperly purged 
(or vented) zones will seriously affect or negate convection. 
Convection is always introduced and exhibited on the 
above-appliance supplies, proceeding through or terminat-
ing within radiation zones subject to their configuration. 
Convection may physically reverse on a below-appliance 
zone, depending upon riser configurations. Close-coupling 
an Indirect Water Heater (IWH) Option per our appliance 
configuration is effectively the shortest zone and thus a de 
facto priority loop. IWH operation in "failed circulator 
mode" typically exhibits little to no effect upon DHW 
generation. Summary: Enhanced convection is always 
exhibited by our delta-t heating appliance with varied effect. 
These convection observations are supported by and are 
coincident with those observed on our personal multi-fuel, 
multi-mode hydronic system. It will and has fully heated our 

12 
home with no electric power for extended storm periods 
when using our solid fuel option. 
Zone Valve Failure(s) 

The zone valve designated in our application is the Taco® 
5 Zone SentryTM. It has a manual selector feature on its 

actuator head along with a "status lamp" indicating opera-
tion state. Merely using the manual feature to open the valve 
restores operation in all applications, delta-t induced con-
vection or not. An actuator head failure in "fail open mode" 

10 will typically overheat the affected zone under powered 
circulation. Removing the quick-release head and rotating 
the ball actuator stem will remedy, albeit a trial and error 
determination. A faulty actuator head replacement on a 
Taco® Zone SentryTM Valve takes less than twenty (20) 

15 seconds. 
Power Burner Failure Operation 

Absence of energy replacement relegates any hydronic 
system to eventual energy dissipation to an ambient tem-
perature state. The advantage of the Enhanced Convection 

20 Appliance as defined is a higher typical thermal mass. The 
addition of an IWH extends thermal capacity by reversed 
circulation (discharging) of the IWH DHW charge into area 
heating. 
Full Electric Power Failure Mode 

25 	Compared to a contemporary hydronic heating system 
that substantially statically radiates its latent energy when 
unpowered, an enhanced delta-t managed system provides 
temporary area heating when manually actuating zone 
valves as prior noted. It can further effectively delay system 

30 freezing by both positively and negatively following heating 
degradation. This effect is again limited by zone piping 
attributes as prior noted. 
Appliance Embodiment Examples 

Original single function sine wave delta-t circulators field 
35 performance was not stellar. More recent, advanced com-

ponents were needed to support development embodiments. 
A Taco® VT2218 00e Series Delta-T ECM Circulator, and 
specifically the VT2218-HY1-FC1A01. Taco® was used in 
systems. Six heating appliances have yielded the following 

40 field data: Fuel Consumption Reductions: 25 to 45%, Vari-
able, dependent upon prior replacement configuration and 
attributes. Average System Replacement Age: 18 Years. 
Estimated Appliance Economic Life: 30+ years, Average 
Prior Operating Temperature: 170° F., Average New Oper- 

45 ating Temperature: 145° F. (Est.), Combustion Fuel: #2 
Heating Oil, Power Consumption: delta-t wattage and power 
burner cycling observations infer a substantial reduction. 
Observed installed configuration attributes as compared 
with typical contemporary hydronic heating systems: All 

so appliance piping is contained within the footprint of the 
boiler, extended with an approximate 12" piping zone to the 
rear and vertically to suit. Total area consumed (including an 
IWH option) is typically one-third or less of contemporary 
heating system installations. Piping and valving is up to 

55 one-half that employed in typical contemporary installa-
tions. The aggregate of all cast-iron, steel, brass and bronze 
construction maximizes the resistance to water contaminants 
and acidity, substantially increasing service life. Service life 
is estimated to be two to three times longer than a low-mass 

60 condensing boiler, including near piping and accessories. 
Installed system cost is typically 60 to 80% that of contem-
poraries, subject to locale. Combustion fuel options avail-
able with no appliance alterations required excepting the 
power switch nameplate fuel designation. 

65 	FIG. 12 is a system overview diagram 1200. Heat 
source(s) 1205 is/are connected to single circulation pump 
1210. Pump 1210 feeds zone valve(s) 1215 feeding flow 
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path 1220. Zone valve(s) 1215 and zone valve header form 
zone valve header assembly 1225. Pump 1210 and zone 
valve header assembly 1225 comprise delta-T header system 
assembly 1230. 

FIG. 13 is flow chart 1300 of a method. Steps comprise 
providing an enhanced heating appliance 1305; zone 
demand circulator ramp-up 1310; circulator deceleration on 
return temperature increase 1315; low speed circulation 
providing optimized radiation convective heating 1320; con-
vective operation through power loss via thermal mass 1325; 
and inhibiting hydronic heating convection during off 
demand cycles 1330. 

FIG. 14 depicts manifold field configuration examples 
11/4x 3/4 systems 1400. Included are examples L3, L4, L3C, 
L4C, H6, and H6C, plus a steel cap welded to pipe in 
embodiments. Embodiments are capped on one end, and 
taps are 3/4"x2"x2" on 21/2" centerlines. In embodiments, 21/2 
inch spacings are replaced by 2 3/4 inch spacings for flow 
considerations. Typical zone valve supply and ball-valved 
return are shown with combination options. 

FIG. 15 depicts a scale drawing of compact integrated 
free-standing hydronic heating appliance components with 
proportional dimensions 1500. 

The foregoing description of the embodiments of the 
invention has been presented for the purposes of illustration 
and description. It is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit 
the invention to the precise form disclosed. Each and every 
page of this submission, and all contents thereon, however 
characterized, identified, or numbered, is considered a sub-
stantive part of this application for all purposes, irrespective 
of form or placement within the application. This specifi-
cation is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the 
invention to the precise form disclosed. Many modifications 
and variations are possible in light of this disclosure. Other 
and various embodiments will be readily apparent to those 
skilled in the art, from this description, figures, and the 
claims that follow. It is intended that the scope of the 
invention be limited not by this detailed description, but 
rather by the claims appended hereto. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An enhanced convection, differential temperature 

(Delta-T) managed, integrated free-standing hydronic heat-
ing appliance device consisting of: 

a three-pass, high-mass, cast-iron boiler with capacity 
increments heat source comprising an output directly 
coupled to: 

a single vertical supply riser comprising a lower portion 
and an upper portion; 

said heat source output being directly coupled to a lower 
end of said lower portion of said single vertical supply 
riser; 

an upper end of said lower portion of said single vertical 
supply riser coupled to a lower circulator isolation 
valve; 

said lower circulator isolation valve coupled to: 
an input of a single, variable speed, stand-alone high pass 

volute Electronically Commutated Motor (ECM) 
Delta-T system circulator having no check-valve; 

an upper circulator isolation valve coupled to an output of 
said single, variable speed, stand-alone high pass 
delta-t system circulator; 

a lower end of said upper portion of said single vertical 
supply riser coupled to said upper circulator isolation 
valve; 

an upper end of said upper portion of said single vertical 
supply riser coupled to: 

a compact steel hydronic supply header feeding at least 
one electronically controlled full port ball zone valve 
governing flow to at least one hydronic zone; 

wherein said compact steel hydronic supply header com- 
5 	prises: 

zone valve close grouping on said header, enhancing 
status lamp visibility, each said zone valve wired 
directly to a corresponding zone thermostat thereby 
negating use of a zone valve control (ZVC); 

said supply header comprising an air eliminator before 
said zone valves; 

a water service tee between said air eliminator and an 
expansion tank; 

15 	
wherein a supply manifold centerline to a centerline of 

said high mass heat source output vertical distance is 
about 40 inches; and 

a top of a circulator flange to said supply manifold 
centerline vertical distance is about 25 inches; 

20 whereby near-boiler piping packaging to zone valving 
provides hydronic distribution efficiency, including 
convective fail-safe operation; 

said high-mass heat source further comprising an input 
directly coupled to a single vertical return riser; 

25 	said single vertical return riser comprising a lower portion 
and an upper portion; 

said heat source output being directly coupled to a lower 
end of said lower portion of said single vertical return 
riser; 

30 an upper end of said lower portion of said single vertical 
return riser being coupled to a boiler isolator full port 
ball valve; 

said boiler isolator full port ball valve being coupled to a 

35 	
purge valve; 

said purge valve coupled to a pipe union; 
said pipe union coupled to a lower end of said upper 

portion of said single vertical return riser; 
a compact hydronic return header receiving a return flow 

40 	from said at least one hydronic zone; 
said compact hydronic return header coupled to an upper 

end of said upper portion of said single vertical return 
riser; 

said compact hydronic return header comprising one full 
45 	ball valve per zone; 

wherein a return manifold centerline to a centerline of 
said high mass heat source input vertical distance is 
about 66 inches; 

wherein said device includes no internal flow check 
50 	valves; 

wherein components are integrated into simplified, com-
pact, assemblies; 

whereby head pressure is reduced and flow increased and 
whereby said high-mass Delta-T combination lowers sys- 

55 	tem operating temperature, further reducing "stand-by" 
losses and increasing thermal efficiency. 

2. The device of claim 1 comprising: 
a tap comprising a valve above and proximate to said 

circulator on said single vertical supply riser; 
60 said tap supplying an Indirect Water Heater (IWH) com-

prising an internal hydronic heating coil whereby 
Domestic Hot Water (DHW) is generated; 

whereby a hydronic short-circuit priority is provided for 
said DHW; and 

65 	thermal mass of a reservoir of said DHW provides 
hydronic heat through said internal hydronic heating 
coil during power failure. 
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3. The device of claim 1 wherein dimensions comprise: 	zone valve close grouping on said header, enhancing 

	

said return manifold centerline to a centerline of said high 
	

status lamp visibility, each said zone valve wired 

	

mass heat source input vertical distance of 66 inches; 
	

directly to a corresponding zone thermostat thereby 

	

said supply manifold centerline to a centerline of said 
	

negating use of a zone valve control (ZVC); 
high mass heat source output vertical distance of 40 5 	said supply header comprising an air eliminator before 
inches; 	 said zone valves; 

	

said top of a circulator flange to said supply manifold 
	

a water service tee between said air eliminator and an 
centerline vertical distance of 25 inches; 	 expansion tank; 

	

whereby said high-mass Delta-T combination lowers sys- 	wherein a supply manifold centerline to a centerline of 
tem operating temperature, further reducing "stand-by" 10 	said high mass heat source output vertical distance is 
losses and increasing thermal efficiency. 	 about 40 inches; and 

4. The device of claim 1 comprising: 	 a top of a circulator flange to said supply manifold 
malleable fittings. 	 centerline vertical distance is about 25 inches; 
5. The device of claim 1, wherein said compact supply 	whereby near-boiler piping packaging to zone valving 

header comprises: 	 15 	provides hydronic distribution efficiency, including 

	

23/4 inch center-to-center stub spacing for compact place- 	convective fail-safe operation; 
ment of zone valves. 	 said high-mass heat source further comprising an input 

6. The device of claim 1, wherein at least one of said 
	

directly coupled to a single vertical return riser; 

	

compact steel hydronic supply header and said compact 
	

said single vertical return riser comprising a lower portion 
hydronic return header comprising: 	 20 	and an upper portion; 

	

a compact schedule 40 steel hydronic header comprising 	said heat source output being directly coupled to a lower 

	

2, 3, 4, or 5 ports, each said port having 2.75 inch 
	

end of said lower portion of said single vertical return 

	

center-to-center stub spacing and a diameter of 0.75 
	

riser; 
inch and a length of 2 inches. 	 an upper end of said lower portion of said single vertical 

7. The device of claim 1 wherein at least one of said 25 	return riser being coupled to a boiler isolator full port 

	

compact steel hydronic supply header and said compact 
	

ball valve; 
hydronic return header comprising: 	 said boiler isolator full port ball valve being coupled to a 

a field manifold comprising: 	 purge valve; 

	

1.25 inch diameter and 0.75 inch diameter pipe, said 1.25 
	

said purge valve coupled to a pipe union; 
inch diameter pipe comprising a steel cap welded to 30 	said pipe union coupled to a lower end of said upper 
one end of said 1.25 inch pipe; 	 portion of said single vertical return riser; 

	

a length of said 1.25 inch diameter pipe is 8 inches, 9 
	

a compact hydronic return header receiving a return flow 
inches, 10 inches, 11 inches, or 12 inches; 

	
from said at least one hydronic zone; 

	

taps are 0.75 inchx2 inchesx2 inches on 2.5 or 2.75 inch 
	

said compact hydronic return header coupled to an upper 
centerlines for flow considerations. 	 35 	end of said upper portion of said single vertical return 

8. The device of claim 1 comprising an aquastat. 	 riser; 
9. An enhanced convection, differential temperature 	said compact hydronic return header comprising one full 

	

(Delta-T) managed, integrated free-standing hydronic heat- 	ball valve per zone: 
ing system consisting of: 	 wherein a return manifold centerline to a centerline of 

	

a three-pass, high-mass, cast-iron boiler with capacity 40 	said high mass heat source input vertical distance is 

	

increments heat source comprising an output directly 	about 66 inches; 
coupled to: 	 wherein said device includes no internal flow check 

	

a single vertical supply riser comprising a lower portion 	valves; 
and an upper portion; 	 wherein components are integrated into simplified, com- 

	

said heat source output being directly coupled to a lower 45 	pact, assemblies; 

	

end of said lower portion of said single vertical supply 	whereby head pressure is reduced and flow increased and 
riser; 	 whereby said high-mass Delta-T combination lowers sys- 

	

an upper end of said lower portion of said single vertical 
	

tem operating temperature, further reducing "stand-by" 

	

supply riser coupled to a lower circulator isolation 
	

losses and increasing thermal efficiency; 
valve; 	 so 	a control device configured for: 

said lower circulator isolation valve coupled to: 	 ramping up s aid circulator upon a zone demand; 

	

an input of a single, variable speed, stand-alone high pass 
	

decelerating s aid circulator on a return temperature 

	

volute Electronically Commutated Motor (ECM) 
	

increase; 
Delta-T system circulator having no check-valve; 	 providing low speed circulation optimized radiation 

	

an upper circulator isolation valve coupled to an output of 55 	 convective heating; 

	

said single, variable speed, stand-alone high pass 	operating convectively during a power loss via thermal 
delta-t system circulator; 	 mass; and 

	

a lower end of said upper portion of said single vertical 
	

inhibiting hydronic heating convection during off 

	

supply riser coupled to said upper circulator isolation 
	

demand cycles. 
valve; 	 60 	10. The enhanced convection, differential temperature 

	

an upper end of said upper portion of said single vertical 
	

(Delta-T) managed, hydronic heating system of claim 9, 
supply riser coupled to: 	 wherein dimensions comprise: 

	

a compact steel hydronic supply header feeding at least 
	

said return manifold centerline to a centerline of said high 

	

one electronically controlled full port ball zone valve 	mass heat source input vertical distance of 66 inches; 
governing flow to at least one hydronic zone: 	65 	said supply manifold centerline to a centerline of said 

	

wherein said compact steel hydronic supply header com- 	high mass heat source output vertical distance of 40 
prises: 
	

inches; 
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said top of a circulator flange to said supply manifold 

centerline vertical distance of 25 inches; 
whereby said high-mass Delta-T combination lowers sys-

tem operating temperature, further reducing "stand-by" 
losses and increasing thermal efficiency. 

11. The enhanced convection, differential temperature 
(Delta-T) managed, hydronic heating system of claim 9, 
wherein said compact supply header comprises: 

23/4 inch center-to-center stub spacing for compact place-
ment of zone valves. 

12. The enhanced convection, differential temperature 
(Delta-T) managed, hydronic heating system of claim 9 
comprising an aquastat. 

13. The enhanced convection, differential temperature 
(Delta-T) managed, hydronic heating system of claim 9, 
wherein said single vertical supply riser module comprises: 

a tap comprising a valve above and proximate to said 
circulator on said single vertical supply riser; 

said tap supplying an Indirect Water Heater (IWH) com- 
prising an internal hydronic heating coil whereby 
Domestic Hot Water (DHW) is generated; 

whereby a hydronic short-circuit priority is provided for 
said DHW; and 

thermal mass of a reservoir of said DHW provides 
hydronic heat through said internal hydronic heating 
coil during power failure. 

14. An enhanced convection, differential temperature 
(Delta-T) managed, integrated free-standing hydronic heat-
ing method comprising: 

providing an integrated free-standing closed-circuit 
hydronic heating appliance, said appliance consisting 
of: 

a three-pass, high-mass, cast-iron boiler with capacity 
increments heat source comprising an output directly 
coupled to: 

a single vertical supply riser comprising a lower portion 
and an upper portion; 

said heat source output being directly coupled to a lower 
end of said lower portion of said single vertical supply 
riser; 

an upper end of said lower portion of said single vertical 
supply riser coupled to a lower circulator isolation 
valve; 

said lower circulator isolation valve coupled to: 
an input of a single, variable speed, stand-alone high pass 

volute Electronically Commutated Motor (ECM) 
Delta-T system circulator having no check-valve; 

an upper circulator isolation valve coupled to an output of 
said single, variable speed, stand-alone high pass 
delta-t system circulator; 

a lower end of said upper portion of said single vertical 
supply riser coupled to said upper circulator isolation 
valve; 

an upper end of said upper portion of said single vertical 
supply riser coupled to: 

a compact steel hydronic supply header feeding at least 
one electronically controlled full port ball zone valve 
governing flow to at least one hydronic zone: 

wherein said compact steel hydronic supply header com-
prises: 

18 
zone valve close grouping on said header, enhancing 

status lamp visibility, each said zone valve wired 
directly to a corresponding zone thermostat thereby 
negating use of a zone valve control (ZVC); 

5 	said supply header comprising an air eliminator before 
said zone valves; 

a water service tee between said air eliminator and an 
expansion tank; 

wherein a supply manifold centerline to a centerline of 
said high mass heat source output vertical distance is 
about 40 inches; and 

a top of a circulator flange to said supply manifold 
centerline vertical distance is about 25 inches; 

15 	
whereby near-boiler piping packaging to zone valving 

provides hydronic distribution efficiency, including 
convective fail-safe operation; 

said high-mass heat source further comprising an input 
directly coupled to a single vertical return riser; 

20 	
said single vertical return riser comprising a lower portion 

and an upper portion; 
said heat source output being directly coupled to a lower 

end of said lower portion of said single vertical return 
riser; 

25 	
an upper end of said lower portion of said single vertical 

return riser being coupled to a boiler isolator full port 
ball valve; 

said boiler isolator full port ball valve being coupled to a 
purge valve; 

30 	
said purge valve coupled to a pipe union; 
said pipe union coupled to a lower end of said upper 

portion of said single vertical return riser; 
a compact hydronic return header receiving a return flow 

from said at least one hydronic zone; 

35 	
said compact hydronic return header coupled to an upper 

end of said upper portion of said single vertical return 
riser; 

said compact hydronic return header comprising one full 
ball valve per zone; 

wherein a return manifold centerline to a centerline of 
said high mass heat source input vertical distance is 
about 66 inches; 

wherein said device includes no internal flow check 
valves; 

45 
wherein components are integrated into simplified, com-

pact, assemblies; 
whereby head pressure is reduced and flow increased and 
whereby said high-mass Delta-T combination lowers sys- 

tem operating temperature, further reducing "stand-by" 

50 	
losses and increasing thermal efficiency; 

ramping up said circulator upon a zone demand; 
decelerating said circulator on a return temperature 

increase; 
providing low speed circulation optimized radiation con-

55 	
vective heating; 

operating convectively during a power loss via thermal 
mass; and 

inhibiting hydronic heating convection during off demand 
cycles. 


